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ØInterest for Yukawa’s meson theory of
nuclear forces

ØBibliographical work (#virtual; #nuclear) à
different meanings and uses for virtuality

Today’s talk focuses on the
meaning(s) of the word “virtual”
for physicists



Outline

1. The different uses of virtuality in
nuclear physics during the 1930s

2. What did “virtual” mean?

3. How the term virtual gradually
merged with different physical values



1. The different uses of virtuality in 
nuclear physics during the 1930s





• “The large cross-section for neutrons of very small energy could only be
interpreted in terms of a (real or virtual) stationary state of energy very close
to the dissociation energy of the nucleus”.

• “From the numerical data it has been inferred that the above-mentioned
state of the deuteron is a virtual state”.

• “Theoretically, on each set of results alone it should also be possible to decide
between a real and virtual excited state, but with less certainty than before”.

• “In 1935 Yukawa suggested that the main interaction between proton and
neutron is connected with the exchange (virtual emission and re-absorption)
of a charged particle […]”.

• “For these calculations the magnetic moments of the proton or neutron is
assumed to arise on account of the virtual emission and re-absorption of a
heavy (positive of negative) electron from the particle in the free state”.

Meson theory of nuclear forces

Theory of neutron scattering



a) Neutron scattering



• Model to describe the resonant cross-sections of the interaction between
an incident neutron and an atomic nucleus.

• First use of the term virtual in the frame of Bohr’s model of the compound
nucleus.



Ø From the mid-1930s, the concepts of virtual state and level
were regularly used in articles dealing with neutron
scattering.
• Perrin and Elsasser (1935) – “stationary virtual states”;

“virtual energy level”
• Bethe (1935) – “virtual quantum level”

Ø Later, occurrences of “virtual resonance” appeared.

Ø Virtual states and levels qualified as arbitrary mathematical
constructs.

Implicit knowledge in the scientific community



For the nucleus of the
neutron-proton or
deuterium system, a
fundamental 3S term
and a 1S term must be
considered; whether
they are real or virtual
depends on whether
their binding energy is
positive or negative.

…



• Labeled as virtual a physical concept previously introduced by
Gamow, but also Gurley and Condon, in their theory of nuclear
disintegration (developed in the framework of the WKB
approximation).



The phenomena of particle scattering can be
understood as resonance phenomena of the
incident particles with virtual quantum states in
the continuous spectrum.



• E < 0 à discrete energy spectrum
“A quantum state is defined by such an eigenfunction and the
associated energy eigenvalue”.

• E > 0 à continuous energy spectrum. there are energy values
for which particles' density inside of the potential well reaches a
maximum and becomes equal to the density outside.
“We can therefore say that the discrete quantum states
continue in a certain sense into the continuous spectrum and
we want to denote these states as ‘virtual quantum states’ in the
following”.



b) Meson theory of 
nuclear forces



Ø Hideki Yukawa postulated a new
particle (known today as a pi-
meson) as a result of the
quantification of a new force
field introduced to discuss the
interaction of elementary
particles in the nucleus.

Ø The new particle, would be at the
origin of an “exchange” force
between neutrons and protons.

Ø Followed a scheme introduced
by Heisenberg in nuclear physics
that relied on the perturbation
theory.



“The quantum of negative or positive charge thus
emitted virtually can be absorbed by 2 or 1, which
in turn changes into the neutron or the proton, so
that the state of the system, in which the particle 1
is in a proton state, q say, and 2 in a neutron state,
m say, is linked together with the initial state
through the intermediate states above
considered”.



…

…



”If one carries out the perturbation calculation
with the Fermi interaction energy between light
and heavy particles as a perturbation and
calculates the magnetic moment of proton or
neutron, then additional terms of the second
approximation arise, which resemble the self
energies of theses particles in their form and
which correspond to the virtual emergence and
disappearance of one pair of positron-neutrinos
for protons and electron-neutrinos for neutrons”.

Werner Heisenberg, “Bemerkungen zur theorie des atomkerns,” 1935



A conceptual transfer from QED

´ Second order equations in a perturbative treatment reveal
transitions through an intermediate state that started to be
coined as virtual at the end of the 1930s.

”[…] the transition of the molecule for the purpose of
calculations is a purely virtual one which actually cannot
occur”.

Chandrashekhara Raman, “Investigation of molecular structure by light scattering,” 1929

´ The same method was applied to determine nuclear
forces.



2. What did “virtual” mean?



Traditional features associated to the virtual 
(through the concept of virtual particle) 

´Unobservability
´Short-life
´Potentiality
´Non-conservation of energy



Traditional features associated to the virtual 
(through the concept of virtual particle) 

´Unobservability
´Short-life
´Potentiality
´Non-conservation of energy

None of these features is constitutive of the
concept of virtual state in the sense of Beck and
Breit-Wigner.



“Thus, the ‘virtual level’ is not only a convenient
mathematical fiction but represents a real physical state
wherein the particle spends a considerable time being in a
potential”.

Askod M. Perelomov and Yakov B. Zel’dovich, Quantum mechanics, 1999



An important common point

´ Both virtual states and virtual transitions were mathematical
constructs resulting from approximations processes. The WKB
approximation for the first, and the perturbation theory for the
second.
• Virtual states, since they were considered in the continuous spectrum

and not sharp, could not be strictly defined mathematically as
quantum states. Nevertheless, they were effective in explaining real
physical phenomena such as resonances.

• Virtual transitions, since they did not result from quantum states which
were eigenfunctions of any operator, could not be strictly defined
mathematically as quantum transitions. Nevertheless, they were
effective in explaining real physical phenomena, such as Raman
scattering.



A Peircian definition?

In physics of the early 1930s, a virtual x
is a mathematical construct, not an x,
which has the efficiency of an x in
explaining physical phenomena



3. How the term virtual gradually 
merged with different physical 

values



Physical features of the intermediate state

´ The proper energy is not conserved in the transitions
´ They are unobservable in principle
´ All possible combinations of emission and absorption of light

quanta have to be taken into account
´ Only the absolute square of the sum over all possible

processes through intermediate states corresponds to an
observable quantity

Dirac, P. A. M. (1927b). The quantum theory of dispersion.
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London A: Mathematical,
Physical, and Engineering Sciences, 114(769), 710–728.



A heuristic error

´ Such a confusion favored the good reception of Yukawa’s
work and the meson theory became in the second half of
the 1930s a fruitful field of research.

´ The meson became widely regarded for its properties,
respectively, in cosmic rays and the nucleus.

In 1936, Carl D. Anderson and Seth Neddermeyer discovered
the muon in cosmic-rays showers. Nevertheless, for about the
decade, it was thought that the muon was the meson
postulated by Yukawa.



´ The observable meson in cosmic-rays began to be opposed
to the unobservable one in the nucleus.

´ The term virtual itself began in this precise context to be
directly associated with that of meson, or even particle.
Physicists began to talk about virtual mesons in the nucleus
and real, actual of even final mesons in cosmic rays.

´ Physicists envisioned how cosmic ray mesons could actually
be emitted from the nucleus, developing the idea that virtual
mesons could become real mesons if they could receive
enough energy à the virtual as an incomplete and potential
process.



Non-conservation of energy (1)
´A sacred principle regularly regularly attacked with the

development of quantum theory.
´Although Wolfgang Pauli had “saved” the principle in 1930

by postulating the neutrino existence, Bohr's suggestion to
give it up to explain nuclear phenomena gradually gained
credit in the early 1930s. Including with Heisenberg.

´ Earlier, Heisenberg was also influenced by the BKS theory,
based both on “virtual oscillators” and the assumption that
the energy was only statistically conserved in interaction
between atoms and radiation, thus dropping strict energy
conservation.





…



”the energy of the system will be in general not
conserved in the intermediates state (compare the
theory of dispersion”.

Igor Tamm, “Exchange Forces between Neutrons and Protons, and Fermi’s Theory,” 1934

”The reason for this discrepancy can be sought, as we
will now show, in the possibility that the proton has to
momentarily split into a neutron + a positron + a
neutrino, and then immediately fall back to the proton
state (a permanent transition cannot occur, as contrary
to the conservation of energy, if as probable, the mass
of the proton is less than the sum of the masses of the
other particles)”.

Giancarlo Wick, “Teoria dei raggi ß e momenio magnetico del protone,” 1935



Perturbation 
theory (Virtual

transitions)

BKS theory
(Virtual

oscillators)

Non-conservation of energy

From this moment, the non-conservation of energy
became, for most physicists, the real justification for
using the term virtual.



…



”Of course the emission or absorption of a U-particle
only takes place observably when it is consistent with
the conservation of energy. In other cases the emission
or absorption is merely virtual, as an intermediate state,
as is the case in the quantum theory of radiation”.

Homi Bhabha, “Nuclear Forces, Heavy Electrons and the ß-decay,” 1938

”[…] these are not, of course, actual emission and
absorption processes, which would be contrary to the
energy principle; they are called, therefore, virtual
transitions”.

Giancarlo Wick, “Range of Nuclear Forces in Yukawa’s theory,” 1938



…

…



Conclusion
´ The term virtual was introduced almost simultaneously to qualify two
different mathematical constructs resulting from approximation
processes in modern physics at the turn of the 1930s.

´ Peirce definition of the virtual, pointing to mathematical
characteristics may be helpful to better understand the introduction
of the term virtual.

´ Historical considerations on the development of the meson theory
helps us to understand how the term virtual began to be associated
with different values that have changed its meaning, and that
explains the current perception of virtuality, including some of its
misleading dimensions, such as non-conservation of energy.



Thank you!

ZOOM MEETING
I will be happy to arrange a Zoom meeting with those who wish to 

continue the discussion later. Please, find me on wonder.me during the 
individual discussions or write an email to 

jeanphilippe.martinez@gmail.com


